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ABSTRACT  
  

Relying on input-output linearization technique, a power system stabilizer (PSS) was modeled 
using nonlinear control method in this study. Similarly, two different synchronous generator 
models, a 3rd order model excluding dampers and a 6th order model including three damper 
windings, were employed to model the PSS. Results of the developed models on the single machine 
infinite bus power system upon occurrence of three phase fault in the transmission line were 
analyzed using MATLAB software. For the first stage, results of the simulation process 
demonstrated better and faster performance of the nonlinear technique based PSS which is relied on 
the input-output linearization method. Likewise, these results suggested superior performance of 
the modeled power system stabilizer based on the synchronous generator 6th order model to the 3rd 
order model. 
KEY WORDS: feedback linearization , power system stabilizer , synchronous generator model  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
           Ascertaining the exact model of the generator before any type of modeling is highly necessary because of 
heavy dependency of the PSS performance on the model of the generator [1, 2]. 

Because of the significant role of the generator model in power systems studies, initially it has been 
attempted to use of the synchronous generator model in association with its dampers, i.e. a model which covers 
effects of the transient state during modeling of the synchronous generator [3]. Then, the input-output 
linearization control method, as a modeling method to the nonlinear control area, given the nonlinear behavior of 
the power system and particularly the synchronous generator was used to model the PSS. Subsequently, using 
input-output linearization technique in a single-machine infinite-bus power system the PSS was modeled in 
association with the generator 3rd order model, i.e. excluding dampers which it indicates transient state of the 
generator and then simulation results were obtained. Afterwards, the same stages were repeated considering 
dampers, i.e. inclusion of the transient state of the generator which is the 6th order model of the generator, and 
results of the simulation were compared with the precedent mode. Subsequently, results of two previous stages 
were compared with the results obtained from the conventional PSS.  
 
2. Synchronous generator model 
           Generally, synchronous generator behaves very complicatedly, so, achieving a very detailed model is 
actually impossible for such generators; however, modeling of the synchronous generator is very essential for 
analysis of the power system. Hence, researchers have sought for various models of the synchronous generator 
all the time in order to use of it to either analyze or model power systems. 8th order model is a fairly complete 
and detailed model of the synchronous generator which has been generalized to analyze its behavior. It includes 
six electrical nonlinear dynamic equations and two mechanical nonlinear dynamic equations. The order of this 
model for salient pole synchronous generator is 7 which has a lesser damper winding at q axis to the round pole 
synchronous generator 8th order model [1,2,3]. Although, it is a complete and detailed model, it is hardly used 
for power system related modeling procedures because of its increased state variables as well as voluminous 
measurements, hence designers prefer to use of more low-order models for modeling purposes[4] . Two models 
of the round pole synchronous generators called 3rd order model and 6th order model are introduced through the 
next sections of this paper. 
 
1.2. Synchronous Generator 3rd order Model 
          Considering the three state variables 푬′풒, 흎풓 , δ,  effect of the damper windings was ignored during the 
designing of this model. Likewise, transient EMF of d-axis 푬′풅  , has been supposed constant. If  푬′풅 is constant 
in this model, then damping induced by eddy currents of the rotor body has been ignored, as well. If there is not 
any winding parallel to the perpendicular axis, which models the effect of rotor body, then we have  푿′풒 =  푿풒, 
 푬′풅 = 0 [1,2]. 
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The predominant equations of the round-pole synchronous generator 3rd order model are summarized as follows 
[1]: 

1 휹̇ = 흎풃훚풓 
2 흎̇ 풓= ퟏ

ퟐ푯
 (푻풎 - 푻풆 - 푲푫훚풓) 

3 푬̇′풒= ퟏ
푻′풅ퟎ

 [-푬′풒 - (퐗풅 - 퐗′풅) 퐈풅 +  퐄풇풅] 
 
1.2. Synchronous Generator 6th order Model 

In this model, for the round pole synchronous generator including 6 state variables δ ،흎풓, 푬′풒,  푬′풅, 
 푬"풒 and  푬"풅, a generator with series subtransient EMF,  푬"풅 and  푬"풒, and subtransient reactance,  푿"풅 and 
 푿"풒, which their names are modeled considering damper windings of q and d axes [1,2]. The sole difference 
between this model and the complete one (8th order model) is that in this model 흎풓 = 흎풔, and also electromotive 
forces of the transformer are underestimated for voltage equations of armature. 
The predominant equations of the round-pole synchronous generator 6th order model are summarized as follows 
[2]: 

4 휹̇ = 흎풃훚풓 
5 흎̇ 풓= ퟏ

ퟐ푯
 (푻풎 - 푻풆 - 푲푫훚풓) 

6 푬̇′풒= ퟏ
푻′풅ퟎ

 [-푬′풒 - (퐗풅 - 퐗′풅) 퐈풅 +  퐄풇풅] 
7 푬̇′풅 = ퟏ

푻′풒ퟎ
 [-푬′풅 + (퐗풒 - 퐗′풒) 퐈풒] 

8 푬̇"풒= ퟏ
푻"풅ퟎ

 [-푬"풒 - (퐗′풅 – 퐗"풅) 퐈풅 +  푬′풒] 
9  푬̇"풅 = ퟏ

푻"풒ퟎ
 [-푬"풅 - (퐗′풒 – 퐗"풒) 퐈풒 + 푬′풅] 

 
3. Conventional Power System Stabilizer (CPSS) 

The architecture of the conventional power system stabilizer (CPSS) is shown in the fig. 1 [2]. Block 
diagram of the CPSS has 3 blocks: 

 

Fig 1: Block diagram of the conventional power system stabilizer (CPSS) 

a) Phase compensation block which provides proper phase lead property in order to compensate the phase 
lag between the exciter input and electric torque of the generator. 

b) The washout block which acts as a high pass filter with time constant, Tw, which is enough to perform 
the task. 

c) Gain block which ascertains the generated damping induced by the PSS. 
CPSS has the following conversion function [2]: 
 

10  퐕퐬(퐬)
∆훚퐫(퐬)

 = 퐊퐬 퐬퐓퐰
ퟏ 퐬퐓퐰

 ퟏ 퐬퐓ퟏ
ퟏ 퐬퐓ퟐ

 
Fig.2 shows the structure of the single machine infinite bus power system including PSS [4]. 

 

Fig 2: Single machine infinite bus power system with PSS configuration 
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The mentioned power system contains synchronous generator, exciter and transmission line connected 
to the infinite bus. PSS control signal is applied to AVR(Automatic Voltage Regulator) inputs. 
 
4. Modeling of PSS using nonlinear control technique based on the input-output linearization method 
 

4.1. Modeling Non Linear PSS (NLPSS) including synchronous generator 3rd order model 
The modeling of the single machine infinite bus power system is developed through modeling of the 

synchronous generator with three dynamic equations using input-output linearization technique[8,9] . The 
predominant equations of the single machine infinite bus power system including synchronous generator 3rd 
order model are summarized as follows [2]: 

10 휹̇ = 흎풃훚풓 
11 흎̇ 풓= ퟏ

ퟐ푯
 (푻풎 - 푻풆 - 푲푫훚풓) 

12 푬̇′풒= ퟏ
푻′풅ퟎ

 [-푬′풒 - (퐗풅 - 퐗′풅) 퐈풅 +  퐄풇풅] 
13 푬̇ 풇풅 = ퟏ

푻푨
 [ -푬풇풅+푲푨(푽풓풆풇 +푽풕-u)] 

Where, electrical torque (푻풆) is (푹풔 + 푹푳=0): 

14  푻풆 = 푽풒푰풒 + 푽풅푰풅 = 푬′풒푰풒 + ( 푿풒 - 퐗′풅) 푰풒푰풅 

And 
15  

푽풕 =  푽풒
ퟐ + 푽풅

ퟐ  = 푬 풒 − 푹풔푰풒 − 푿 풅푰풅   ퟐ + (푿풒푰풒 − 푹풔푰풅)  ퟐ 

Similarly, values of 푰풅, and 푰풒 are measured using algebraic equations of the stator and the network: 
16  (푹풔 + 푹푳 )푰풒 +  ( 푿 풅 + 푿푳 )푰풅 =  푬′풒 +  푽  퐜퐨퐬 휹

푿풒 +  푿푳 푰풒 − ( 푹풔 +  푹푳 )푰풅 =  푽  퐬퐢퐧 휹             
� 

The following equations are obtained by replacing values of 푻풆, 푰풅 and 푰풒 in equations 1- 4 and ignoring 
resistance of the stator and transmission line and replacing the numerical values of the parameters, which are 
listed in the appendix : 

17 휹̇ = 314.16 훚풓 
18 흎̇ 풓 = - 0.15 푬′풒 퐬퐢퐧 휹 – 0.32 퐬퐢퐧 ퟐ휹 + 0.143 푻풎 

19 푬̇′풒 = - 0.32 푬′풒 - 0.2 퐜퐨퐬 휹 + 0.125  푬풇풅 

20 푬̇ 풇풅 = - 20 푬풇풅 + 800 푽풓풆풇  - 800 푽풕 + 800 u 
21 

푽풕= ퟎ. ퟔퟖ푬 풒 − ퟎ. ퟑퟐ 퐜퐨퐬 휹  ퟐ + (ퟎ. ퟕퟑ 퐬퐢퐧 휹) ퟐ 

If rotor velocity 흎풓 is determined as our output, then we have: 
22 y = 흎풓 

Regarding input-output linearization technique, y is differentiated in order to get a stage in which the input (u) is 
appeared at the measurement [5,6,7]. 

23 풚̇ = 흎̇ 풓 = 풇ퟏ 

24 풚̈ = 흎̈ 풓 = 풇ퟐ 

25  풚(ퟑ) = 흎(ퟑ) 풓= 풇ퟑ – ( 15 퐬퐢퐧 휹 ) u 

Where, predominant equations of 풇ퟏ, 풇ퟐ, and 풇ퟑ  are summarized in the appendix. According to the input-output 
linearization technique, the input v is selected as follows [6]: 

26  v = 풇ퟑ – ( 15 퐬퐢퐧 휹 ) u 
 

⇒ u = ퟏ
ퟏퟓ 퐬퐢퐧 휹

 (풇ퟑ - v) 
Then, we have: 

27  흎(ퟑ) 풓= v 
By selecting v as: 

28  v = 흎(ퟑ) 풓풅 - 푲ퟏ e - 푲ퟐ 풆̇ - 푲ퟑ 풆̈ 

Where, error signal ,e  is defined as: 
29  e ≜  흎풓 - 흎풓풅 

Where, 흎풅 indicates the reference speed, so we have: 
30  풆(ퟑ) + 푲ퟑ 풆̈ + 푲ퟐ 풆̇ + 푲ퟑ e = 0 

By selecting 풙ퟏ = 풆 , 풙ퟐ =  풆̇ , 풙ퟑ =  풆̈  we have: 
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31  풙̇ ퟏ
풙̇ ퟐ
풙̇ ퟑ

 = 
ퟎ ퟏ ퟎ
ퟎ ퟎ ퟏ

−퐊ퟏ −푲ퟐ −푲ퟑ

 
풙ퟏ
풙ퟐ
풙ퟑ

 
 

⇒ 푿̇ = AX 

In the case of selecting proper k1, k2 and k3, it will be possible to indicate that (31) is stable asymptotically, i.e.    
(풆

 
→  ퟎ)and hence (흎풓

 
→  흎풓풅)which is desired for the problem [5] . 

 
2.4. Modeling NLPSS Including Synchronous Generator 6th order Model 

In this section, relying on the input-output linearization technique synchronous generator 6th order 
model including 6 dynamic equations, two mechanical and 4 electrical dynamic equations, are used to model the 
PSS of the single machine infinite bus power system. 
The relevant equations of the power system are listed here [2]: 

32 휹̇ = 흎풃훚풓 
33 흎̇ 풓= ퟏ

ퟐ푯
 (푻풎 - 푻풆 - 푲푫훚풓) 

34 푬̇′풒= ퟏ
푻 풅ퟎ

 [-푬′풒 - (퐗풅 - 퐗′풅) 퐈풅 +  퐄풇풅] 
35 푬̇′풅 = ퟏ

푻 풒ퟎ
 [-푬′풅 + (퐗풒 - 퐗′풒) 퐈풒] 

36 푬̇"풒= ퟏ
푻"풅ퟎ

 [-푬"풒 - (퐗′풅 – 퐗"풅) 퐈풅 +  푬′풒] 
37 푬̇"풅 = ퟏ

푻"풒ퟎ
 [-푬"풅 - (퐗′풒 – 퐗"풒) 퐈풒 + 푬′풅] 

38  푬̇ 풇풅 = ퟏ
푻푨

 [ -푬풇풅+푲푨(푽풓풆풇 +푽풕-u)] 
Where, electric torque (푻풆) is (푹풔 + 푹푳=0) : 

39  푻풆 = 푽풒푰풒 + 푽풅푰풅 = 푬"풒푰풒 + 푬"풅푰풅 + ( 푿"풒 – 퐗"풅) 푰풒푰풅 

And 
40  

푽풕 =  푽풒
ퟐ + 푽풅

ퟐ  = 푬"풒 − 푹풔푰풒 − 푿"풅푰풅   ퟐ + 푬"풅 − 푹풔푰풅 + 푿"풒푰풒   ퟐ 

Similarly, values of 푰풅 and 푰풒 are measured using algebraic equations of the stator and the network: 

41   ( 푹풔  +  푹푳 )푰풒  +  (퐗"풅  +  푿푳 )푰풅  =  푬"풒  +  푽  퐜퐨퐬 휹                                   
  푿"풒 + 푿푳 푰풒  –   ( 푹풔     +  푹푳 )푰풅   = − 푬"풅 +  푽  퐬퐢퐧 휹                                 

� 

The following equations are obtained by replacing values of  푻풆, 푰풅 and 푰풒 in equations (32-40) and ignoring 
resistor of the stator and transmission line and replacing the numerical values of the parameters based on the 
selective model: 

41  휹̇ = ퟑퟏퟒ. ퟏퟔ 훚풓 
42  흎̇ 풓= -0.16232푬"풒 퐬퐢퐧 휹 - 0.15868 푬"풅 퐜퐨퐬 휹 - 0.0018퐬퐢퐧 ퟐ휹 + 0.000034푬"풒푬"풅+ 0.142857푻풎 

43  푬̇′풒 = - 0.125 푬′풒 + 0.21442 퐜퐨퐬 휹 + 0.21442 푬"풒 + 0.125 푬풇풅  
44  푬̇′풅 = - 푬′풅 + 1.23321 퐬퐢퐧 휹 - 1.23321 푬′풅 
45  푬̇"풒= - 30.68 푬"풒 + 20.65 퐜퐨퐬 휹 + 33.33 푬′풒 

46  푬̇"풅 = - 20.63 푬"풅 + 6.35 퐬퐢퐧 휹 + 14.285 푬′풅 
47 푬̇ 풇풅 = - 20 푬풇풅 + 800 푽풓풆풇  - 800 푽풕 + 800 u 

48  
푽풕= 푬"풒 + ퟎ. ퟐퟓퟓ푬"풅 − ퟎ. ퟐퟓퟓ 퐬퐢퐧 휹  ퟐ + (푬"풅 + ퟎ. ퟐퟖퟒ푬"풒 + ퟎ. ퟐퟖퟒ 퐜퐨퐬 휹) ퟐ 

If rotor velocity, 흎풓, is selected as our output, then we have: 

49  y = 흎풓 

Now with regarding input-output linearization technique was introduced in section (4-1) have  

50 풚̇ = 흎̇ 풓 = 풇ퟒ 

51  풚̈ = 흎̈ 풓 = 풇ퟓ 

52  풚(ퟑ) = 흎(ퟑ) 풓= 풇ퟔ 

53  풚(ퟒ) = 흎(ퟒ) 풓= 풇ퟕ + ( 0.11 푬"풅 + 544 퐬퐢퐧 휹 ) u 

Where, equations of 풇ퟒ to 풇ퟕ  are summarized in the appendix. According to the input-output linearization 
technique the input ,v can be selected as follows: 

54  v = 풇ퟕ + ( 0.11 푬"풅 + 544 퐬퐢퐧 휹 ) u 
 

⇒ u = ퟏ
ퟎ.ퟏퟏ 푬"풅  ퟓퟒퟒ 퐬퐢퐧 휹

 ( v - 풇ퟕ ) 
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Then we have: 
55  흎(ퟒ) 풓= v 

By selecting v as: 

56  v = 흎(ퟒ) 풓풅  -  푲ퟏ e - 푲ퟐ 풆̇ - 푲ퟑ 풆̈ - 푲ퟒ흎(ퟑ) 풓 
 
We have: 

57  풆(ퟒ) + 푲ퟒ 풆(ퟑ) + 푲ퟑ 풆̈+ 푲ퟐ 풆̇ + 푲ퟏ 풆= 0 
 

Where, by selecting 풙ퟏ = 풆 , 풙ퟐ =  풆̇ , 풙ퟑ =  풆̈ , 풙ퟒ = 풆(ퟑ) we have: 

  
58 

풙̇ ퟏ
풙̇ ퟐ
풙̇ ퟑ
풙̇ ퟒ

 = 

ퟎ ퟏ ퟎ ퟎ
ퟎ ퟎ ퟏ ퟎ
ퟎ ퟎ ퟎ ퟏ

−퐊ퟏ −퐊ퟐ −푲ퟑ −푲ퟒ

 

풙ퟏ
풙ퟐ
풙ퟑ
풙ퟒ

 
 

⇒ 푿̇ = AX 

 

If proper values are selected for k1 to k4 as poles of the closed loop system are laid on an appropriate 
location in the left side of jω axis, then error signal will move towards zero (풆

 
→ ퟎ) [5]. 

 
5. Simulation and results observation 

Steam turbine model, Governor, exciter, round pole synchronous generator, three phase generator, 
transmission line, load and the infinite bus have been considered for the simulation of the single machine infinite 
bus power system. MATLAB software was employed to conduct the simulation. Performance of the CPSS and 
NLPSS including synchronous generator 3rd and 6th order models were analyzed and compared at the presence of 
3-phase fault of the transmission line. 
Three phase fault in the transmission line occurs within 1.1 seconds and then is removed within 1.3 seconds. 
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(b) 
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(c) 
Fig 3: Results of simulation with CPSS; a) A scheme of simulation of the single machine infinite bus power system including 

CPSS, b) rotor speed variation diagram (∆흎풓) before and after occurrence of three phase fault, c)torque-angle curve (δ) 
before and after fault occurrence 
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(c) 

Fig 4: Results of simulation with NLPSS along with generator 3rd order model ; a) A scheme of simulation of the single 
machine infinite bus power system including NLPSS, b) rotor speed variation diagram (∆흎풓) before and after occurrence of 

three phase fault, c)torque-angle curve (δ) before and after fault occurrence 
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(c) 

Fig 5: of simulation with NLPSS along with generator 6th order model ; a) A scheme of simulation of the single machine 
infinite bus power system including NLPSS, b) rotor speed variation diagram (∆흎풓) before and after occurrence of three 

phase fault, c)torque-angle curve (δ) before and after fault occurrence 

6. Comparison and Conclusion 
 
They explicitly indicate superiority of nonlinear control modeling method based on input-output 

linearization method to the classical linear control modeling method; it is because of this fact that naturally 
synchronous generator acts nonlinearly, hence some key factors in description of behavior of the generator are 
underestimated in the case of linearization of the generator model around a given operating point.  
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(b) 

Fig 6: comparison between two nonlinear method : (a) comparison between ∆흎풓 results, (b) comparison between 휹 results   

By comparing the figures obtained  from the carried out simulations, it is observed when input-output 
linearization controlling method is used and 6th order model of synchronous generator is taken into account 
damping velocity Δ흎풓 has been decreased severely with respect to the other two modes. In addition, the over 
shoot has been decreased in this mode. Comparing two modeling methods, which are similar in terms of the 
application of input-output linearization method based nonlinear control method and are different based on 
selection of the model of the generator, indicates superiority of considering the higher order model for the 
generator during the PSS. By comparing the three figures that shown in figure 6, obtained from the results for 
the angle of torque (δ) , when CPSS is used, it is observed that the amount of reaches  ퟏퟓ°which results in falling 
of transmission power of the generator.  When NLPSS is used and the 3rd order of generator is taken into 
account, δ reachesퟒퟓ°, which indicates that the design method based on input-output linearization is superior to 
the classical design method. Taking the 6th order model for synchronous generator into account, the obtained 
results are improved once again, as the amount of  δ  reaches  ퟔퟎ°. It indicates that by taking higher order model 
for generator in the power system stabilizer design increases the efficiency of power system stabilizer and 
consequently, it improves the performance of synchronous generator.  
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8. Appendix 
8. A    Synchronous Generator Parameters  
퐒퐁= 500 MVA , 퐕퐁= 22 Kv , 퐟퐬= 50 Hz 
 H= 3.5  푴푾풔풆풄

푴푽푨
 , 퐊퐃= 0  
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Stator Resistance (pu) : 
퐑퐬= 0.003 
Reactances (pu) :  
퐗퐝= 1.81, 퐗′퐝= 0.3  , 퐗"퐝= 0.23  , 퐗퐪= 1.76  , 퐗′퐪=0.65  , 퐗"퐪= 0.25  
Time  Constants (sec) :  
퐓′퐝ퟎ= 8, 퐓"퐝ퟎ= 0.03 , 퐓′퐪ퟎ= 1 , 퐓"퐪ퟎ= 0.07 
8.B. Evaluation of the employed function in the text using the parameters given in appendix A, the functions f1 to f7 
are obtained as follows : 
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